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The key benefits of the upgrades are better air quality and 
consistent temperatures throughout the house. The house is 
no longer unlivable on hot days and is much more comfortable.

Other energy-saving and conservation improvements include:

• New, Insulated Roof*
• Solar Electric System

(6.3 kW AC; 7.2 kW DC)*
• Tankless Water Heater
• Remote Programmable 

Thermostat

• ENERGY STAR Kitchen
Appliances

• High-efficiency Clothes 
Washer and Dryer

• LED and CFL Lighting
• Ceiling Fans
• Whole House Fan

*Costs for the roof 
and solar system = $34,160

Additional Improvements

Energy-Efficiency Improvements Completed
1  Whole House Air Sealing
2  Attic Insulation
3  Wall Insulation
4  Subfloor Insulation
5  Heat Recovery Ventilation/

Fresh Air Supply with 
HEPA Filters

6  High-efficiency Heat Pump 
for Heating and Cooling

7  Dual-pane Windows and 
Doors

Home of Chris & Susan Anderson

Home Profile:
Year Home Built .............................................................1960
Square Footage ...........................................................2,000
Number of Floors ...................................................................1
Number of Occupants .........................................................2
Number of Bedrooms/Baths ......................................4/3
Location ............................................................ Spring Valley

Costs and Rebates of Initial Measures:
Total Pre-rebate Project Cost ......................... $36,250
Energy Upgrade CaliforniaTM 
Home Upgrade Rebate ............................................$5,821
Total Post-rebate Project Cost ....................... $30,429
Total Modeled Annual Energy Savings ..................47%

Contractor: Energy Integrity

“Before the upgrades, we were so uncomfortable. During summer, the house 
would heat up and never cool down. In winter, we had to wear extra socks and 
sweatshirts. With the upgrades, we can truly enjoy our home.”

– Chris Anderson, Spring Valley homeowner

“The house used to be so dusty —  
the air is much cleaner now.” 

– Susan Anderson



Chris and Susan Anderson’s 1960s
custom-built contemporary-style 
home has numerous interesting 
features, including louvered and 
floor-to-ceiling windows and rooms 
with both cathedral and traditional 
ceilings. Chris’s father, an architect, 
designed the home for comfortable 
living, however, he did not add 
everything needed to make it truly 
comfortable. Since purchasing 
the house in the mid-1980s, Chris 
and Susan have endured very 
uncomfortable days – extreme heat 
during hot weather and having to 
use space heaters and bundle up 
with extra clothes during winter. 

“During the summer, it would 
never cool down, and the indoor 
temperature was often over 100 
degrees at night, making it very 
difficult to sleep,” Chris said. “We had 
previously installed a whole house fan 
and ceiling fans but it was not enough. 
We decided we could not suffer 
through another miserable summer.” 

Chris attended an energy efficiency 
demonstration home open house and 
learned about measures that could be 
taken to improve the conditions in his 
home. “We signed up for an energy 
assessment and the upgrade process 
was under way,” he said. 

Energy assessment finds problems 

An energy assessment was 
conducted in fall 2013 to determine 
why the house had such inconsistent 
temperatures throughout. It turned 
out that the home had no insulation, the louvered 
windows were leaking air and there were disconnected 
air ducts – all key factors contributing to the Andersons’ 
discomfort. An improperly sealed home without 
insulation does not have a thermal barrier to prevent heat 
from entering the house during hot weather or to keep 
cold air from coming in during winter months. In addition, 
when they ran the furnace, the limited amount of warm 
air distributed through the ducts would leak out the 
windows. As a result, the house was very dusty as well. 

Chris and Susan determined that fixing these problems 
was a necessity. They further wanted to transform their 

home with additional improvements 
including a roof replacement and a 
solar electric system to power their 
home and electric car. 

With the help of a home 
performance contractor, some of 
the improvements were installed 
under the Energy Upgrade 
California™ Home Upgrade program. 

Energy-efficient upgrades installed 

Based on the recommendations 
provided by the contractor, the 
Andersons’ home was air sealed, 
most of the windows replaced 
with dual-pane low-E windows and 
new sealed, insulated ducts were 
installed. Blown-in insulation was 
placed in the attic and exterior walls 
and batting insulation was installed 
in the subfloor. An electrical heat 
pump that provides heating and 
cooling replaced the expensive-to-
operate gas furnace. A heat recovery 
ventilation system was connected 
to the ducts to remove air from the 
bathrooms and replace it with fresh 
air. A gas-fired tankless water heater 
replaced the 20-year-old traditional 
tank heater. LED and CFL lights 
replaced incandescent bulbs. 

The Andersons’ utility bills are much 
lower now. During summer months, 
gas usage has been cut by more 
than half to an average of 7 therms. 
They anticipate costs will be similar 
during winter months, because 
natural gas is now only used for hot 

water and the stovetop. During the summer months, 
the solar system produces more electricity than they 
use. The system also provides power to run the heat 
pump to cool the house. With the house sealed and 
insulated, they anticipate comparable performance to 
heat the house when it is needed during cooler time of 
the year.  

“Our house is now livable. Before the upgrades, during 
the summer months, I would have to leave during 
the day and seek out the air conditioned mall,” Susan 
said. “Now, we set the thermostat at 78 and are finally 
comfortable being in our home.”

New, insulated ducts were installed to replace leaking 
ducts. Insulation was installed in the attic, walls 
and the subfloor (shown here). A heat-recovery 
ventilation system was integrated into the ducts 
to provide HEPA-filtered fresh air in the house. A 
new roof was installed along with a solar system to 
generate electricity for the house and an electric car.


